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Introduction 

Today’s societies are changing at an unprecedented speed due to the factors and drivers for 

change as the revolution of communication and information technology, the growth of civil 

life and the ease of communication and transportation. There is no longer one or specific 

pattern that classify recipient groups in society, which makes it easy to target them according 

to the characteristics of those patterns. Rather, those patterns have changed over time, and the 

extent or direction of that change cannot be predicted. The relationship among society, 

technology, economy, and industry, as well as innovation and design, interfered with each 

other. All of them revolve around the recipient who is at the center of the design process. 

Change is almost the only constant in life over time. We face changes that are getting faster 

and faster every day. Trend is a concept that expresses change and has multiple specialized 

backgrounds and has its role in influencing and guiding groups of society and life in general. 

No one can deny the existence of the trend phenomenon which is clear on events and changes 

that haunt us daily through social media and others. It just needs anticipation, observation, 

follow-up and learning how to exploit and benefit from it in advertising and design. 

Research Problem 

- What are the most important Macro Trends of Attention Economy?  

- How did Macro Trends of Attention Economy reflect on advertising industry? 

- How does Macro Trend of Attention Economy could be employed in advertising to 

enhance the recipient’s participation and brand bond? 

Research Hypothesis 

- Following Mega and Macro Trends of Attention Economy and Implementing it in 

Advertising could enhance advert effectiveness and support recipient-brand bond. 

- Mega and Macro Trends of Attention Economy, when employed in advertising, could be a 

source for inspiring creative ideas, mediums and executions.   

Research Purpose 

- Studying Trend as mirror of change in the recipient environment and the design world. In 

addition, studying trend impact and effectiveness on advertising.  
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- Studying different Mega and Macro trends of Attention Economy and how to benefit from 

it to design and execute more effective relative to recipient adverts that match an 

everchanging and interactive recipient. 

Research Value 

- This research undertook an investigation of Mega & Macro Trends of Attention Economy 

and how it relates to Advertising in order to cope with its development and effect.  

- A successful Implementation of Macro Trends of Attention Economy is important to 

enhance the communication process and the brand-bond. 

Methodology 

 .global examples danalytics of local ane research follows descriptive method followed by Th 

Summary 

We live in a world of continuous and rapid change, including human being, as well as the 

general surroundings and his/her interaction with it. It is no longer feasible to follow 

traditional design thinking methods, tools & processes. Rather, there has become an urgent 

need to keep pace with the directions of current Mega and Macro Trends changes and its 

effects. 

 One of the most important current and expected to last for years trends is the Megatrend of 

Attention Economy, which expresses a general trend of brands and business owners to capture 

people attention which has become a precious currency in a world where visual sensory 

contention exceeds the capacity of any one. Therefore, brands are racing to adopt and exploit 

creative ideas, innovative means and methods of advertising, most of which are based on the 

innovator from technological methods, and to harness the potential of the Internet based on 

studying the related variables in the behavior and habits of the targeted groups. 

 Megatrend of the Attention Economy has given rise to a number of Macro Trends, which 

were reflected in the communication and advertising process, such as Influencers Advertising, 

Proximity Advertising, Dynamic Storytelling Advertising, and others 

 

 

Influencers Advertising, MO Salah, Special Edition Pepsi Can 
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Proximity Advertising: QR code – Beacons – NFC Tags – Geo Fences  

 

 
Proximity Advertising: NFC Tags 

 

 By searching for the adverts that adopts these different Macro-trends, we have found that 

they are distinguished by their ability to capture customer interest, interaction, and emotional 

attachment to the brand beyond traditional methods, and offer creative solutions to overcome 

the dilemma of advertising saturation in a renewed and effective way. The research follows 

the descriptive approach followed by an analytical study of some models of ads based on the 

Megatrend of Attention Economy. The research concluded that there are many forms of 
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applications for Macro trend emanating from Megatrend of the Attention Economy. These 

Macro Trends can be employed with advertising, which results in attracting the attention of 

the recipient of the advertisement. The different ads style leads to a positive interaction and 

strengthens the relationship and link between the recipient and the brand.   

Results 

, affects all aspects of work and life. Advertising as an art and Trends, as a mirror of change -

.human being and life is affected by trendsindustry related to  

:Mega and Micro Trends of attention Economy caused emerging new types of advertising - 

 Advertising as A Service. 

 .Influencer Advertising 

 .Content Advertising 

 :Proximity Advertising 

 Geo Fences . 

 Beacons. 

 NFC tag (Near Field Communication).  

 QR code.    

 Advertising Participation. 

 . Dynamic Storytelling Advertising 

 Aesthetic Currents 

 .Sensation Advertising 

- Following and implementing the new emerged types of advertising while using genuine 

and relevant content would enhance recipient involvement and enrich his/her brand-

experience.  

- Following and implementing the new emerged types of advertising would be more 

effective than traditional types. 

- It is essential for advertising to cope with trends and changes relating and affecting it. 

 

Recommendations 

- Integrating Trends study into Advertising Design Field. 

- Integrating Emerging Types of advertising study into Advertising Design Field. 
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